
Picture it. Cincinnati. 2004. A group of young, dare I say attractive, 
boho artists launch a festival to celebrate the under-represented, the 
undiscovered, and the revolutionary. The Fringe. Give us your weird, 
your strange, and your innovative. With big ideas and a bigger sense of 
community, we are Fringe.
15 years later... I am amazed at the community you continue to build. 
I am in awe of the passion and joy that comes with each passing 
season. See, the Fringe, Cincy Fringe, was never about individuals 
or egos; it was about each of you. Our artists, our audiences, our 
sponsors and our volunteers. You are the weird, the strange, the 
innovative and the revolutionary.

Best wishes for another 15, Cincy Fringe!
Jason Bruffy    

Fringe Founder, Producer 2004-2009 

Words frequently escape us when trying to describe Cincy Fringe, but not for lack of trying. The unrivaled variety and creative freedoms can dumbfound us 
at times as quick pitches and summations don’t paint the entire picture. There’s just SO MUCH that goes on, and only experiencing Fringe truly completes the 
landscape, so we encourage you see and do as much as you can. Get carried away in it all with us and we promise you a great time!
Since we’re celebrating Fringe’s Big 1-5 this year, we’ve asked former Festival Producers Jason Bruffy and Eric Vosmeier to say a little something from the 
heart about what Fringe means to them. Where we are now is a direct result of the hard work and support of everyone who’s ever been involved, so we thank 
them — and you! — for making this Festival a cornerstone of Cincinnati Arts and Entertainment.
We’re so excited for you to join us over these 13 jubilant days of theatre, art, music, dance, and everything between — and then, hopefully, for 13’s of days 
mores ins the futures! We promise, as always and forever, to keep things kinda WEIRD. like YOU!

Chris Wesselman - Fringe Producer
on behalf of Andrew Hungerford, Know Theatre Producing Artistic Director

and the rest of the Know Theatre and Cincinnati Fringe Festival Staff   

Let’s not kid ourselves: the Cincinnati Fringe Festival is a special 
experience no matter your entry point.
 
Dedicated Staff members spend a year planning each festival 
identifying Donors who support Fringe with generosity of wallet and 
heart allowing Creators to poof into existence innovative flights of fancy 
which Volunteers make run smoothly through their largess of time so 
that Audiences can revel in and be challenged by Productions that 
we like to say are Kinda weird. Like you.
These kinds of community driven and community focused events are 
rare treasures. They remind us of our collective power, and the power 
in collective experiences. Never forget what a special place and time 
you’re in while exploring Fringe. I know I never will. 

Eric Vosmeier
Fringe Producer 2008-2014 
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